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as for the positives, i have to mention the controls and the atmosphere. the controls are not exactly
intuitive, but they are fun, and i think they are good. there is a lot of button-mashing involved (as
there should be), and it is no wonder that you need the control pad if you are to play the game, it is
a game of button-mashing. there is a choice of control schemes: one is a standard dual analog, the
other is a standard analogue joystick, and there is a control pad for the 360/ps3 versions. the one
thing i really hate about the dual analog control scheme is that you need to use the left analog stick
to move, but for shooting, you need to use the right stick. it is a real pain in the ass to aim with one
stick and shoot with the other, so i have always preferred the analogue stick for shooting. the game
is also really well-acted, though the dialogues are rather annoying. the atmosphere is great (no one
can deny the atmosphere of a survival horror). the weirdness is quite well-done, and you will be
taken aback by the insane physics (people can explode from bullets, burst into flames, etc.) and the
sludgy effects (neon green hallways and that kind of stuff). if you are wondering how you can get
this game on xbox 360 or playstation 3, you can see our guide for playing scorpion: disfigured on
xbox 360. playstation 3 gamers can follow our guide on how to play it on ps3. it was mentioned that
there are no patches for this game. even though we are not entirely sure, we think that's probably
true. so we've made a guide on how to install the game on xbox 360 without disc. also there is one
more version of scorpion: disfigured that was released in brazil, also called scorpion: disfigured. this
was released in 2009 and came with a different manual in the box, which can be found here:
scorpion: disfigured game in brazil - can you guys help us find manual and guide?
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the game has a good combat system. it is a little bit like a bigger version of mad dog mccree from
saints row. in mad dog mccree you can shoot one enemy at a time, in this game youll be shooting a
lot more than one enemy at a time, but you can only have one gun out at a time. each enemy has a

health bar at the top of the screen and when that bar is down and your gun is down youre not able to
shoot. you can only fire if the enemy is walking and if youre standing still the enemy wont be able to

attack you. the game is most commonly compared to unreal tournament, another third-person
shooter. the game was initially released in europe, for example in germany on mar 31, 2009. then

akella, a russian publisher giant, released it in june 2009. these are prooflinks for all above info: but
the game also has some similarity to the quake series of games. the game was initially released in
europe, for example in germany on mar 31, 2009. then akella, a russian publisher giant, released it
in june 2009. these are prooflinks for all above info: there are five unique special talents, including
energy shield, slow motion, and night vision. a limited amount of upgrades are available for each

unique ability in the game, which includes role-playing components. twenty big stages, each stylized
with a different graphic backdrop, make for approximately 25 hours of gameplay. there are 23

different varieties of opponents, each with a different ai personality. scorpion: disfigureds fighting is
incredibly tactically difficult because of the ais sophisticated and unpredictable conduct. the games

developers have commended it for its striking in-game graphics and plenty of special effects.
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